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1. Executive Summary

a. Key findings including any benefits or impact supported by the evidence.

The Green Planet AR Experience, powered by EE 5G, was a ground-breaking
experience created by Factory 42 with BBC Studios. It was a ground-breaking
experience that brought the natural world and an ecological message to the public,
while achieving many industry firsts, and demonstrating how 5G can be used to create
new immersive experiences. A world-class consortium of partners, including BBC
Studios, EE, Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, Dimension Studio, Talemsith, led by Factory
42 and supported by The Crown Estate, came together to build one of the UK’s most
innovative 5G projects. Inspired by BBC One’s landmark series, The Green Planet, the
project brought the natural world into the heart of London’s Piccadilly Circus using the
magic of augmented reality. Creating an experience that inspired, immersed, and
educated visitors about the wonderful world of plants and their importance to our
planet, while utilising cutting-edge 5G technology and innovation, was the key goal of
the project .

The consortium pushed the boundaries of storytelling and technological innovation
to create a sold-out experience in one of the UK’s largest 5G SA network trials. In
just three months, a historical landmark Grade I listed property at 55 Regent Street,
London was transformed into six stunning, immersive, and interconnected biomes.
Through the magic of augmented reality, visitors were led by a 3D hologram of Sir
David Attenborough on a journey into the secret kingdom of plants. EE’s low latency
5G SA private network, edge computing, Unity game design, and spatial audio were
merged with an augmented reality application. This allowed audiences to
seamlessly journey around each room while interacting with beautifully
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rendered plants and animals on their timescale and from their perspective, through a
mobile device. EE’s 5G network enabled water to ripple as visitors journeyed through
each room, 400,000 blades of seagrass to react to their presence, and digital

butterflies to land on visitors’ hands.

Partnering with horticulturists from Royal Botanic Garden, Kew, ensured digitally
created plants were factually accurate. Moreover, the consortium worked with
sustainable events body isla, using its best practice framework ‘proseed’ to adhere to
rigid sustainability agendas to ensure the experience was green in its making.
Innovative new technologies and materials such as eco-textiles produced entirely from
100% PET plastic bottles, recycled steel, and natural paints were used to ensure all
materials used in the construction of the experience were sustainable and could be
reused or recycled after the event.

The experience has proven to be a huge success. Thousands of tickets sold out with
batches snapped up in minutes after their release. Online PR coverage alone for the
project’s launch event reached over 1.1 million people. Stephen Fry deemed the
“stunning experience, AR tech and EE’s 5G” as one that “could have a truly significant
role to play in learning and education”; Jonathan Ross acclaimed the project as “rather
brilliant”, and XR Today labelled it a “stunning masterpiece.” Overall press reach for
the project was over 318m from over 200 pieces of editorial media and social
coverage.

This experience successfully demonstrated both the streaming over 5G of volumetric
captured content, and the ability of 5G/Mobile Edge Compute to enable the delivery of
an immersive experience using real-time processing to
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ensure an entirely personalised experience, with AR interactions reacting to the
movements of each user independently.

At a technical level, the experience represented:

● First public deployment of 5G standalone for EE
● First public deployment of edge computing for EE
● First public deployment of a private network for EE.
The experience also provided an excellent example of a consumer 5G use case beyond
faster mobile broadband. With the number of users, the low latency and the high download
and uplink bandwidth required, the experience could not have been provided over 5G NSA,
let alone 4G.

This was delivered over a private 5G SA network using N77 spectrum with bandwidth
per mobile handset of 1 Mbps upload and 15 Mbps download, External internet
bandwidth per mobile handset of 1 Mbps upload (for Google Cloud Anchors) and a
Nvidia GPU stack connected to the private 5G SA network, with 12 GPU cards each
supporting a maximum of 4 users (48 total concurrent users).

In regards to the impact of 5G, 43.2% of the audience said that the quality of 5G was
higher than they expected vs. 48.9% saying the quality was expected. with over half,
51.1%, saying that the experience had increased their interest in 5G products.
Audience engagement research provided by StoryFutures (Royal Holloway,
University of London) as part of the AHRC’s Creative Industries Clusters’
Programme.
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In 2022 the BBC and Sir David Attenborough followed up the global hit television series
Blue Planet II with The Green Planet, about the green world and the importance of
protecting it.

The consortium, led by Factory 42, included BBC Studios, EE, The Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, Talesmith and Dimension, aimed to test and advance new 5G use cases by
creating a ground-breaking Green Planet augmented reality (AR) app for mobile phones
that would engage audiences of all ages with the natural world.

2.1 Key Objectives
This app would allow users to join Sir David in a unique experience that would
allow users to immerse themselves in The Green Planet, using the
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magic of AR to explore the behaviours of key plants from the Green Planet series
and the animals that live among them.

Delivering an immersive AR experience over a 5G network would enable us to
showcase the 5G Superpowers - low latency, high bandwidth and robust coverage.
With an edge computing system design (a form of cloud computing) using real time
edge rendering of all the AR digital content we aimed to showcase 5G Standalone
networks of the future, using low latency, extremely high bandwidth and coverage
improvements to prove how to deliver rich immersive and interactive experiences to
large groups of users in congested locations.

Thanks to the revolutionary powers of 5G we had the objective to stream high
resolution holographic video of a lifelike David Attenborough, scientifically
accurate digital creatures and incredibly detailed botanical images to create a
breathtaking immersive experience that entertains, educates and informs.

The key baseline intended benefits identified at the launch of the project
were as follows:
● Public learning on environment matters; increase desire to ‘do your bit’
● 5G (mobile edge computing) / augmented reality
(entertainment) use case:
● low latency, bandwidth and coverage improvements to deliver
rich, immersive and interactive experiences to
large groups of users, in congested locations
● Broader benefits for Factory 42 and project participants, such © Factory 42, 2022 8
as capabilities and skills, future investment, potential exports.

When The Green Planet AR Experience was confirmed as a single
venue experience we aimed to retain the original benefits, while
anticipating significant increased benefits in the following areas:
● Numbers of users: We would test the app and connectivity with more
users
● Improved educational impacts: increased opportunities for education
via contextual info from the BBC and RBG Kew (due to the larger space)
and for more school visit opportunities
● Increased collaboration and learning dissemination with industry: the
space would have an flexible events area where talks and seminars
can be held as well as evening events
● Improved commercialisation opportunities: by creating such a high profile
activation in a globally renowned location of Regent Street we believe it will
be easier to sell the experience under licence to overseas telco operators,
driving ROI for partners.
● Increasing capabilities beyond those originally identified, with skills and
best practice developed in sustainability, and the delivery of projects to

the highest standards in this area.

2.2 The Consortium
A consortium of industry leaders in their fields was formed to deliver the Green
Planet 5G AR project.

2.2.1 Factory 42
Factory 42 is a multi-award winning immersive content and © Factory 42, 2022 9

experience studio on a mission to make knowledge entertainment. It mixes
the best talents from the worlds of film, television, games and performance
with the smartest technical minds to deliver immersive
experiences that matter. Credits include the upcoming The Green Planet
AR Experience, powered by EE 5G with BBC Studios and Sir David
Attenborough, critically acclaimed Hold the World with David Attenborough
VR experience enabling audiences to explore unique aspects of the Natural
History Museum’s collections, as well as Painting the Future in partnership
with the Royal Academy which won Best VR Experience at the Broadcast
Digital Awards, and an immersive version of English National Ballet’s
acclaimed Giselle choreographed by Akram Khan.

2.2.2 BBC Studios
BBC Studios, a global content company with bold British creativity at its
heart, is a commercial subsidiary of the BBC Group, supporting the licence
fee and enhancing programmes for UK audiences. Able to take an idea
seamlessly from thought to screen and beyond, its activities span content
financing, development, production, sales, branded services, and ancillaries
across both its own productions, and programmes and formats made by
high-quality UK

independents.

2.2.3 EE
EE runs the UK’s biggest and fastest mobile network, offering superfast
connections in more places than any other operator. EE brought the first 4G
network to the UK in October 2012 with it continuing to be the UK’s biggest
4G network and launched the UK’s
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first 5G network in May 2019.

EE has received extensive independent recognition, including being named
the UK’s best network every year since 2015 for all the following awards:
The Mobile Choice Awards, The Mobile News Awards, The Mobile Industry
Awards and by RootMetrics®.

EE’s 4G and fixed line full fibre network supports the demands of fully
connected homes as well as small and medium businesses with speeds up
to 900MBps. EE is committed to being number one for service in the industry
and continues to be the least complained about broadband provider as
recognised by Ofcom.

2.2.4 The Royal Botanic Garden, Kew
The Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew is a world-famous scientific organisation,
internationally respected for its outstanding collections as well as its scientific
expertise in plant diversity, conservation and sustainable development in the
UK and around the world. Kew Gardens is a major international and a top
London visitor attraction. Kew Gardens’ 132 hectares of landscaped gardens,
and Wakehurst, Kew’s Wild Botanic Garden, attract over 2.5 million visits
every year. Kew Gardens was made a UNESCO World Heritage Site in July

2003 and celebrated its 260th anniversary in 2019. Wakehurst is home to
Kew’s Millennium Seed Bank, the largest wild plant seed bank in the world.
RBG Kew receives approximately one third of its funding from the
Government through the Department for the Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (Defra) and research councils. Further funding needed to support RBG
Kew’s vital work comes from donors,
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membership and commercial activity including ticket sales.

2.2.5 Talesmith
Talesmith are BAFTA and EMMY winning producers of premium content.
With focus on blue chip natural history, science and character-driven
narratives, we strive to tell stories differently, embracing new technologies
and pushing the boundaries of convention. Our team has produced some
of the most successful factual productions of recent decades working with
icons such as HRH Prince William, President Barack Obama, Professor
Stephen Hawking and Sir David Attenborough. We believe that great
story-telling always comes first.

2.2.6 Dimension
Dimension provides revolutionary volumetric and real-time production
studios for the creation of next-generation Virtual Production, Digital
Humans, and XR content. With production studios based in the UK and US,
and mobile stages that operate worldwide, Dimension is focused on shaping
the future of virtual entertainment. The Dimension team were early pioneers
of virtual and volumetric production for filmmaking, working on feature films,
drama series and broadcast productions for customers including Disney,
Apple, HBO, Sky and Netflix.
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2.3 The Green Planet AR Experience

The Green Planet 5G AR Project delivered The Green Planet AR
Experience, an immersive experience at London’s iconic 55 Regent Street.
The experience utilised a private 5G standalone network provided by EE. The
full number of those who experienced the Green Planet 5G Project, including
those who attended testing, is over 10,000.

The objective of the experience was to find ways for audiences to gain a
deeper understanding of plants in an entertaining and interactive way, while
utilising 5G and MEC to deliver a truly cutting edge
experience.
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2.3.1 5G Network

Since the Green Planet project initiation and the development of the
deliverables, the EE approach evolved along with the technology
roadmap. The original approach was to utilise the broader EE
subscriber network, but the launch of this was delayed meaning that
an alternative solution was required.

In order to deliver the Green Planet 5G experience, EE adapted their
approach to use a standalone network in a dedicated space with a
limited range, with the spectrum parameters of N77 Shared Band
3.8Ghz to 4.2Ghz with a frequency band in that range at 100Mhz.

Collaboration with a separate EE/ DCMS project, EdgeXR, meant that
these were delivered according to the original time frame with
resources reallocated within the remainder of the project.

More details on the network and the delivery follow in section 3,
Description of What the Project Did

2.3.1 The App
The app enables people to “step into” the Green Planet world and
experience a personal journey with Sir David Attenborough. Our mission
for the app was to get audiences of all ages and backgrounds active and
engaged with the natural world in a way they have never experienced
before.
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The aims for this were:
● At one level there will be pure enjoyment about being

immersed in a digitally powered Planet Earth for plants.
● At a deeper level users will unlock a more profound
connection and understanding of a secret green world that only a
unique combination of EE 5G, AR, British science and Sir David can
deliver.
● An innovative blend of education, entertainment and play to inspire
audiences to protect our planet.
● The physical London experience will have a minimal but stylish set, that
will allow the 5G AR to do the ‘heavy lifting’ and
transport the audience from Regent Street to the Amazon, deserts,
under the sea and the plains of Africa. The aim was for it to be built
with sustainability baked into its planning and build in order for the
physical Experience to exemplify the Experience’s message
● There will be 5 digitally enhanced zones to explore with the phone, with
each of them representing a key area from the show; tropical jungles,
water worlds, desert landscapes and the changing seasons,
culminating in the human story and how we can all affect positive
change. Sir David Attenborough is to be with you every step of the
way, narrating and
enhancing the experience throughout.
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2.3.2 The Experience

When the 55 Regent Street space became available, it was
agreed between Factory 42 and EE that Factory 42 would take the lead
on the activation. Factory 42 has an established track record delivering
large scale public activations, such as having been selected to lead
UKRI’s Audience of the Future Visitor
Experience Demonstrator, which was delivered to critical
acclaim as the sold-out ‘Lost Origin’ mixed reality experience in 2021.
Enabling Factory 42 to take the creative lead on both the app and the
experience ensured that we could create an
experience aligned to the project vision.

We used phones to provide a lens into the often forgotten
secret life of plants. We digitally augmented physical
environments with flora, fauna and creatures to explore,
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discover, understand and collect.

The audience were guided through a personal experience with Sir
David Attenborough, taking them on a journey and using the phone's
camera as a window into this amazing world. The more the audience
interacted and explored the more surprising stories appeared and the
more the ecosystem they are
exploring connected and flourished.

We encouraged people to explore and discover this world at their
own pace, giving them incredible knowledge and insight through this
playful, memorable and highly entertaining
medium.

2.4 Sustainability
Sustainability was a core thread running through the project, and while this wasn’t set
out as an original key objective it became increasingly to the forefront of decision
making as we developed concepts for the AR activation.

The teams brought in ensured that the Green Planet Experience was a responsible
and sustainable experience. The team worked with Isla, the event industry’s
sustainability body, to implement ‘proseed', the best practice framework for
sustainable events - enabling them to set ambitious sustainability targets with robust
planning and transparent reporting, key to ensuring that the Experience is in line with
its environmental message.
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● We have only worked with production partners who have a sustainable

approach, and prioritise sustainability within their procurement process.
● We eliminated single use plastic. No single use plastic was for sale, used in
construction, or supplied to consumers or staff during the event.

● Event ticketing will be electronic and we encouraged people to show their e
tickets on arrival.
● There was no merchandise sold at the event.

2.4.1 Building and dressing the set:
● Materials – where virgin materials were sourced e.g. ply and wood,
which are integral to the build and complying with H&S, all wood was
sourced from FSC (Forest Stewardship Council – a non-profit
organisation dedicated to promoting responsible forestry) certified
sources. All materials were reused or recycled after the event to
promote circularity and reduce waste. Some of the wood sourced was
already from recycled sources.

● Innovation – we were able to work with innovative new technologies
and materials in order to champion more sustainable products and
materials. For example, instead of using PVC based materials which
are traditionally used in event builds, we used a fabric called UFabrik
Backlit ECO-Textile. We used this fabric to create a wave installation in
our Oceans Biome – it’s a semi opaque fabric produced entirely from
100% recycled PET plastic bottles
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(post-consumer waste). This material is REACH certified, Global

Recycled Standard certified. UFabrik Backlit ECO-Textile waste can be
sent to dedicated waste-to-energy plants where it is transformed into
clean renewable energy for the National Grid. It can be incinerated
cleanly and safely, as the make-up and coatings of this fabric are nontoxic.

● Reduce, reuse, recycle – where feasible we used second hand

materials in the build construction, and following the event completion
we ensured that every aspect of the build was recycled or reused on
future productions, and not sent to landfill. Also, instead of using PVC
based materials - traditionally used in event builds - we used a material
called Ufabrik for our large format printing.

2.4.2 Partnering
In the creation of the Green Planet Experience we made every effort to
consult with experts and partner organisations to ensure the highest levels of
advice on sustainability.

● Palm Brokers who supplied our Forest. They have 7 acres of exterior
plants, trees and shrubs, a 13,000sq foot tropical glasshouse, growing
facilities and workshop space. They grow all their trees and plants onsite in the UK. They then bring them to the venue, install them and look
after them whilst they are there. This includes looking after the
temperature control, regular daily watering and care to ensure there is
no risk of damage to them.
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They deliver, install and take down in a way that ensures the
protection of their trees and plants and after the event they will be
taken back to their home before being used again.

2.4.3 Technology
All network equipment was reused within the EE network after the experience.
The creation of the whole experience focused primarily on AR and 5G
technology - reducing the requirement for extensive and elaborate fit outs.
● 5G is the latest mobile technology that allows more devices to connect
with faster speeds and more efficiently than any previous iterations of

technology. Edge-rendered augmented reality allows resource
intensive processing to be offloaded from the device to the network,
where resources can be shared and efficiently allocated, reducing the
overall environmental impact.
● Handheld devices - the Samsung devices used in the experience will
continue to be used as pre-sale samples by Samsung. Once they go
End Of Life they are recycled back into the system and sold as used
devices. The cases used on the Samsung phones are plant-based and
fully biodegradable. The charging cables were donated to refugee
charities.
● Deliveries of Materials – during the build deliveries to site were
combined to reduce the number of individual journeys and reduce CO2
impact.

2.4.4 Examples of sustainability:
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● Biome portal doors - all ply used in the build was FSC certified

meaning that the Forest Stewardship Council - a non-profit
organisation dedicated to promoting responsible forestry - has certified
the forest where it was grown to ensure they meet the highest of
environmental and social standards.
● Biome Walls - all the pine used in the build was FSC certified meaning
that the Forest Stewardship Council - a non-profit organisation
dedicated to promoting responsible forestry - has certified the forest
where it was grown to ensure they meet the highest of environmental
and social standards. Some of the pine is also recycled.
● Lily pads - all steel used in the build is from recycled sources. Steel
once made can be used an infinite number of times without

downgrading in quality. It is one of the world's most recycled materials.
● Cactus - in the Experience we created an artistic representation of a
cactus. Instead of using modern model building materials such as
polystyrene, foams and acrylics which are made from plastics, we
opted instead to use bamboo and paper rope painted with a natural
paint.
● Ceiling of Ocean room - to create a wave break we used a fabric
called UFabrik Backlit ECO-Textile – it’s a semi opaque fabric
produced entirely from 100% recycled PET plastic bottles (postconsumer waste). This material is REACH certified, Global Recycled
Standard certified and has a B1 fire rating.
UFabrik Backlit ECO-Textile waste can be sent to dedicated waste-toenergy plants where it is transformed into clean renewable energy for
the National Grid. It can be incinerated
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cleanly and safely, as the make-up and coatings of this fabric are non-

toxic.
● Signage - was made from lightweight, fast growing, poplar wood and
was completely recyclable as it was made using non toxic glue. All
signage went on to be recycled after the event.
● Scenic painting on walls - to create the effect seen in the biomes we
used a combination of Earthborn White emulsion, an environmentally
sound alternative to conventional emulsions, mixed with paint from a
more traditional colour series called Rosco which is a non hazardous,
water based paint.

2.5 Sector Impact
2.5.1 Telecoms Sector

In 2019, EE launched the UK’s first 5G mobile network. Initially, this network
has been based around a ‘non-standalone’ architecture, where the 5G carrier
adds extra speed to a 4G connection. Since then, the telecoms sector has
learnt a lot about 5G, and the benefits it can bring. 5G offers increased
bandwidth, and also lower latency, better uplink throughput and a higher
density of subscribers. The Green Planet AR experience enables us to
demonstrate how these attributes of 5G can be of value to the public.

The Green Planet AR Experience provides a snapshot of the type of
interactive content that could be enabled through more ubiquitous 5G
access and devices. Standalone 5G networks - like the network trialled in
Regent Street for this experience - will soon be deployed
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commercially, enabling consumers to better access the metaverse, shared-

world environments accessed via the internet. These are digital spaces made
life-like by the use of virtual reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR) and
Extended Reality (XR), a mix of both. Green Planet has demonstrated how
5G networks, in combination with edge network-hosted graphics processing,
can allow immersive content to be viewed by many users simultaneously.

2.5.2 Creative Sector
The Covid-19 pandemic boosted the adoption of virtual reality and
augmented reality technologies across a range of sectors, and the
increased rollout of standalone 5G networks (and forthcoming 6G
networks) is only going to increase this.

In this project we have been able to explore and develop skills and
knowledge both in the design and implementation of the latest technologies
and modes of interaction, as well as their effectiveness in delivering both

audience and market value.

From 2019 to 2024, it is expected there will be a 78.3% growth rate for
spending on AR and VR in the UK, with growth predicted to reach £62.5
billion by 2030. As noted by Forbes, “Overall, global spending on AR and VR
headsets, software and services, including purchases by consumers, rose in
2020 to $12 billion, up 50% from 2019. In 2020, 32% of consumers used AR
for shopping. The augmented reality and virtual reality market for the retail
industry alone is expected to reach $2,094.08 billion by 2027, witnessing
market growth at a rate of 68.5% in the forecast period of 2020 to 2027.”
© Factory 42, 2022 23
Globally, the games industry is predicted to generate revenue in excess of

$180 billion in 2021, which will have a broader impact and influence in
technology and wider markets, such as the Experience Economy. We
observe that the majority of our audiences have, or are, growing up using
interactive content and place value in experiences - particularly in younger
demographics. We can observe that the influence of games and game design
is extending well beyond what we traditionally think of as games content to
new and established sectors like live experiences, cultural venues, the
edutainment market whilst the number of interactive touch points accelerates
with technology from computer, to mobiles, to headsets.

This shift in content consumption, behaviour and expectations offers an
opportunity to leverage the strengths of Interactive and immersive content to
increase dwell time, returnability and depth of engagement. This will enable
growing audiences and market share whilst engaging them with key
messaging and content that resonates.

One of the trends since the pandemic is audiences becoming used to more

virtual interaction - which has meant increased investment and opportunity in
the metaverse.

Google the term metaverse and you’ll find several definitions, with more
being added as companies move more to unlocking its potential. One
definition, which stems from the work of William Burns III, is “a collective
virtual shared space, created by the convergence
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of virtually enhanced physical reality and physically persistent virtual space,

including the sum of all virtual worlds, augmented reality, and the Internet”.
The reality of what this entails is being imagined in many ways by different
companies and organisations.

While there is some perception that the metaverse exists purely on-line, the
Green Planet AR Experience with its use of an AR virtual world accessed
through a bespoke application was a metaverse event. The audience
reaction, as discussed further in section 4, demonstrates that there is
potential for location based experiences to successfully deliver metaverse
content to a wide age-range.

Bloomberg estimates that “the global Metaverse revenue opportunity could
approach $800 billion in 2024 vs. about $500 billion in 2020, based on our
analysis and Newzoo, IDC, PWC, Statista and Two Circles data”. This market
growth includes a shift to ‘live’ experiences taking place in virtual worlds. The
Covid-19 pandemic saw a shift to such experiences, with artists such as
Travis Scott, Garth Brooks and Justin Bieber performing in spaces such as
Fortnite to audiences of tens of millions.

As the global markets reopen post-pandemic there may be a shift to a more

hybrid model, with live events happening simultaneously in virtual online
environments, but regardless any plans for VR/AR experiences should have
the metaverse in mind as part of any plans for commerciality. The use of 5G
and MEC will further support this as networks are rolled out nationwide.
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This section is split into two areas, the Green Planet Application, and the infrastructure.
The app was delivered by Factory 42, with the infrastructure provided by EE. This also
relied on collaboration with another 5G Create Project, BT’s Edge XR Project.
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Ultimately, what was delivered can be explained as it was summed up in the press
release for the project:
Through the magic of augmented reality, accompany Sir David Attenborough on an
immersive journey, inspired by the BBC series [Green Planet]. Travel through five
digitally enhanced worlds – Rainforest, Freshwater, Saltwater, Desert and Seasonal,

as you explore our green planet as never before. Finally, culminating in the human
story and how we can all affect positive change.

A mobile device becomes your dynamic window into the secret kingdom of
plants. Discover the world of plants on their timescale, and from their
perspective. You'll see that plants can be as
aggressive, competitive and dramatic as any living thing on the planet - and
how they form intriguing relationships with animals. And learn why they are so
vital for the future of our planet.

Put nature at your fingertips, in this ground-breaking experience, all powered
by EE’s 5G network.

3.1 Green Planet Application
Due to the cutting edge nature of this project the prototyping phase was key to
delivering an app that would showcase the potential of 5G, while also ensuring
that it delivered a fully immersive experience for the user.

3.1.1 Prototyping
During the prototyping phase of the project, we made several
prototypes (sometimes with multiple branches) in order to test the features of
the app which would become its gameplay pillars. In the
© Factory 42, 2022 27
early phases of this project technology options continued to emerge as we

prototyped and developed the creative concept.

The initial set of recommended technical solutions were:
● Base AR Library: Unity ARFoundation

This was the preferred option as it is well-integrated with Unity, widely
used by many other AR apps, and compatible with other technologies
we were intending to use (e.g. Google Cloud Anchors).

● Anchoring and Persistence: Google Cloud Anchors
We had options for geolocated anchoring services, but the deciding
factor was between cross-platform providers, based on who was
willing to offer the most hands-on support. With documentation and
developer communities still in an early state, and the slightly
experimental nature of this project, direct lines of communication and
support with setting up our infrastructure would be invaluable. Google
and Azure were both viable solutions, but the decision was made to
opt for Google Cloud Anchors.

● Edge Rendering: Several solutions were investigated including FMETP
Stream, Unity Render Streaming, Furioos and Nvidia CloudXR

● Multiplayer: Local multiplayer using bluetooth/wifi (if any) We kept
our options open, but any multiplayer functionality was dependent
on:
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● Do we need to share content globally, from one

user to any other?
● Do we require high bandwidth between players
during play?
● Do we have the availability and budget to run a
master server for matchmaking?
Ultimately we did not opt for a multiplayer experience, but the solution
delivered would have made this doable if necessary, as was

demonstrated by having multiple visitors completing the same biome
simultaneously, but with wholly personalised experiences.

● Volumetric Video: Local on-device rendering, with additional edge
rendering in 5G Super Pockets
● Volumetric video was already possible on mobile (at 1k and/or
2k resolutions) so could be part of the
experience. The data could be stored either locally (in
the app on the mobile device) or on the cloud and
downloaded during the game and played once
downloaded.
● The edge rendering challenge was not a problem
specific to volumetric capture but rather a more holistic
challenge. The team's expertise is to develop 3D
projects in Unity, not as a native Android application, so
the edge rendering solution had to be fully supported in
Unity.
The volumetric video (at 4K resolution) was fully delivered using
MEC and a 5GSA network
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3.1.2 System Architecture
We settled on a thin-client system architecture for the
Green Planet AR Experience:
● GPRemote - a PC-based VR application running inside a
Windows VMWare Horizon virtual machine on an edge
computing platform connected into a private 5G network. ● GPViewer
- a thin Android client AR application running on the mobile handsets
used by each experience visitor.

We created two other key software components to enable a robust system:
● GPLauncher - a custom Windows app that would monitor the CloudXR
connection for startup/shutdown events and read the mobile handset
resolution to boot the PC VR application with the correct aspect ratio
● GPBroker - an orchestration Windows app that would monitor all VMs
and all incoming handset connections to broker each device getting
successfully connected to a VM to run the Green Planet AR
Experience in real time.

This was used in conjunction with CloudXR. CloudXR is a set of libraries
that let us view a VR app over the network (i.e. on the edge/in the cloud),
instead of using a VR headset attached directly. This was used to send the
content to an AR device so it was still immersive and had the benefits of
high-power desktop rendering.
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3.2 Infrastructure
When the Green Planet 5G AR Consortium first pitched to 5G Create, the
intention was to use the EE public network to provide the Green Planet AR
Experience in a number of pop-up locations around the UK, with the GPU edge
compute being provided within the EE network (provider edge) or within a public
cloud (either region or on-premises). These options were explored for some time
before the eventual approach of a cell edge
compute and 5G SA standalone network at a single location were finalised.

Before explaining the final infrastructure deployed at 55 Regent Street, it is worth
discussing some of the issues with alternate deployments
considered.
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3.2.1 5G SA vs 5G NSA

The initial rollouts of 5G networks provide customers with higher data transfer
speeds by pairing a 5G Radio Access Network (RAN) with the LTE Evolved
Packet Core (EPC). Because the 5G RAN remains reliant on the 4G core
network to manage control and signalling information and the 4G RAN
continues to operate, this is called a Non-Standalone Architecture. All public
5G deployments in the UK currently use 5G NSA.

Standalone 5G does not require a 4G RAN or core, but instead only uses a
5G radio with a 5G core. The 5G core itself is designed as a Service Based
Architecture (SBA) which virtualizes network functions. Acting independently
of 4G means that the 5G network is no longer constrained by legacy,
enabling it to attain lower latency etc.

Given the 5G Create learning aspects of the project together with the need for
low latency by the AR application, 5G standalone was chosen. Publicly
available 5G standalone has not been deployed in the UK by EE or any of the
other operators, and the need for a seamless transition between 5G NSA and
5G SA means that if it had been deployed, it would be unlikely to support
sufficient bandwidth for a large number of users with high bandwidth needs in
a single location. The use of a 5G standalone network was therefore
necessary. This design decision meant some compromises - as we use a
private network, it has meant that some research into the use of prioritisation
between different traffic types, maintaining security between sessions etc. has
not been feasible.
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3.2.2 Wi-Fi
During the initial phases of the project, wifi was considered as an access
method, with devices connecting to a wifi access point that then connected to

the GPU cluster over 5G SA. This access method was discounted by the
project as it was felt that this access method would dilute the overall ‘5G’
impact of the deployment in the eyes of the public, while adding nothing to
the overall learning.

3.2.3 Edge Compute: Dedicated vs Cloud
The ability to render a high quality visual experience in real time lies at the
heart of the Green Planet 5G AR project, and this required GPUs.

The graphics processing unit, or GPU is becoming one of the most
important types of computing technology, both for personal and business
computing. Designed for parallel processing, the GPU is used in a wide
range of applications, including gaming graphics, video rendering, artificial
intelligence and cryptocurrency mining. Prices remain high, given the
demand and silicon shortage.

Two models were considered by the project, loosely described as rent vs.
buy. If purchased, GPUs would have a high up-front cost, but would be
dedicated to the project. A key issue we encountered was that - given the
innovative nature of the project - we were unsure how much GPU compute
capability was required for the project, and with the cost of GPUs, a
miscalculation would have been costly.
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The alternative of renting GPUs would have meant using on-demand GPU

capacity from a cloud provider. EE has strong relationships with Google and
AWS, both of whom were approached about providing GPU capacity. In the
case of AWS, this would have been provided through AWS Wavelength, within

EE’s own network.

While the use of cloud-based GPUs for XR applications is likely to be the
long-term target architecture, it was eventually discounted by this project for
two key reasons:

1. Availability of suitable GPUs. The GPUs used by cloud
computing providers (e.g. Nvidia T4) are designed for Artificial
Intelligence applications and are not optimised for immersive
experiences. They are also not architected for virtualisation - the
cloud provider model is that you might use a whole GPU for a short
period of time, rather than our application where we may have
multiple instances virtually sharing a GPU for an extended period of
time.
2. Use of 5G SA private network. The decision to use a 5G network
deployed at a remote site meant that the use of cloud-based GPUs would
need very high bandwidth backhaul to the
internet. This type of backhaul has long lead-times, and while the
location for the events was not finalised, it was not
possible to order the backhaul.
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3.3 Locations
The original plan to deploy the experience to a number of pop-up sites around the
UK was ambitious, but introduced a number of major problems regarding the
technology.

● For the RAN access, each site would require a spectrum licence from OFCOM.
● Each site would require significant generator power to run the network,
GPUs and cooling.

There were also more practical problems. Running the experience in February and
March introduces challenges with the weather in the UK. Rain is an ever-present
possibility, as demonstrated during the activation period where both Storm Eustice
and Storm Francis struck, which had an impact on footfall despite the experience
being wholly indoors. Installing the experience within e.g. a shipping container would
have been difficult from a radio propagation point of view, and also very constraining
creatively. In addition, physical security would have been challenging.

Whilst not as originally envisaged, the decision to deploy the experience in a single,
central London experience has allowed a high quality experience to be produced
whilst also giving a static, secure, weather-proof location for the technology to
operate in.
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3.4 GPU Edge Compute
The offloading of graphics processing to dedicated hardware in the edge supports a
far richer experience than would be possible on the application alone. An edge
compute cluster was built at the Regent Street location consisting of four Dell R7525
servers, each with three NVIDIA GPU RTX8000 cards. Two Mellanox switches were
deployed, a core 2100 TOR switch for production traffic and a Mellanox AS4610 for
management connectivity.
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Photo: GPU stack on site at 55 Regent Street prior to set build.

Components of the GPU stack are described below:
3.4.1 Dell Servers
To provide a flexible, high performance platform in a small but scalable form
factor, we chose the Dell EMC PowerEdge R7525 server. This specific server
model utilises the latest 2nd Gen AMD EPYC CPU architecture which,
amongst other things, offers PCIe 4.0 support and allows us the greatest
amount of configuration options, as well as a very high level of performance.

We compared this to the Intel equivalent (R740XD) server, however due to
the limitations of this server, we were not able to achieve the
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same configuration, and the only choice was an AMD based server

architecture, and therefore the R7525 over the R740XD.

We compared the R7525 to alternative options from other server vendors
such as Cisco, HP and Lenovo, but none of those vendors had a
comparable offering at that time.

The 2nd Gen AMD EPYC CPUs were chosen for their Clock Speed, Core
Count, Security and PCIe 4.0 support. The PCIe 4.0 support being one of the
defining factors in this choice over an Intel CPU architecture, as this allowed
us the ability to configure the server with more PCIe devices at a higher level
of performance. It also future-proofed the server as much as possible today,
as PCIe 3.0 has been around for many years and enabled the option of a
switch to PCIe 4.0 to allow much higher throughput for connected devices.

The storage configuration is a key part of the platform, as everything relies on
it for performance, scaling and high availability / resilience. We decided
against using a dedicated physical Storage Appliance in this environment and
instead opted for a Software Defined Storage environment.

This approach reduced the amount of physical rack space, power, cooling,
cabling, configuration complexity and cost from the solution and gives a more
efficient overall design that is linear to scale in terms of performance,
capacity, resilience, cost and in terms of support, we have further efficiency
through the use of a single
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vendor software stack. This approach also removed the requirement for
additional configuration and support skills.

Within the platform, there were two main Storage Tiers split across three Disk
Groups for resilience, performance, and control. As the workloads delivered
were all highly latency sensitive, all Tiers were “Flash” based, and the Tiers
are “SAS SSD” and “NVMe”. We estimated the storage capacity and allowed
plenty of headroom for system overhead, caching, VM backups, data storage,
resilience and unforeseen workloads or requirements as we needed to
ensure sufficient storage remained available throughout the duration of the
activation.

Mellanox ConnectX network adapters were selected to allow the best
performance with server-to-server connectivity within the cluster. Each server
had a dual port single card running at 100GbE. Rather than have multiple
NICs at a lower speed, we had fewer NICs at a higher speed and used
software within the virtualization layer to allocate resources and apply traffic
separation.

The high level of throughput required when working with Software Defined
Storage where server-to-server communication forms the storage layer is
critical, particularly with bandwidth and latency sensitive workloads such as
XR and large GPUs. Internal networking can become a performance and
functionality bottleneck, and we designed so that this does not happen
whilst leaving headroom for additional services.
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The Mellanox network adapters worked in conjunction with the Mellanox
cabling and Mellanox switch which is a half width unit. This means that we
had the ability to add resilience and scale by installing a second switch in the
same physical Rack Unit, which saves 50% space compared to alternative
Switches and is a great feature for consolidated or mobile environments and

something that none of the competition alternatives offer.

3.4.2 Mellanox
Mellanox Technologies is a leading supplier of end-to-end Ethernet and
InfiniBand intelligent interconnect solutions and services for servers, storage,
and hyper-converged infrastructure. Mellanox intelligent interconnect
solutions increase data centre efficiency by providing the highest throughput
and lowest latency, delivering data faster to applications and unlocking
system performance. With a requirement to provide ultra-low latency and high
performance Server-to-Server connectivity, we also needed to consider form
factor and price. We investigated alternatives from Cisco and Dell EMC who
both offer 100GbE Switches, however although Dell EMC were able to offer a
similar price to Mellanox, Cisco were
considerably more expensive, and neither could match the physical form
factor of Mellanox, who offer a half width switch with 100GbE support.
Additionally, the Nvidia cloudXR technology is certified against Mellanox
switches and not against Dell switches. While it is noted that Mellanox is a
subsidiary of Nvidia, it was felt that using ‘tried and tested’ components
mitigated against risk.
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This decision caused an unexpected issue later in the project: none of the
project members had previous experience of Mellanox, and so needed to
deploy familiar Cisco equipment alongside Mellanox to resolve a networking
issue.

3.4.3 Nvidia
NVIDIA invented the Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) in 1999, and they are

the global leader in GPU technology for Graphics, AI and Computational
processing. NVIDIA has created a new streaming technology called
“CloudXR” which was used for the delivery of XR immersive content within
this project. Due to the specialist nature of CloudXR, there are no enterprise
grade alternatives to it. With a requirement to provide the highest levels of
immersive quality within this project, NVIDIA’s RTX GPUs were used as they
utilise
hardware-based Ray Tracing features that provide real-time lighting effects
which creates a much more immersive user experience. Alternative options
are not available from any GPU competitors. To provide the greatest density,
and therefore the most cost-effective solution, we used NVIDIA’s vGPU
Software to allow concurrency where possible across the GPU resources. By
virtualizing the GPU, we can also add dynamic workload balancing within the
environment to get the best performance and utilisation out of the hardware.
There is no equivalent technology from other vendors.

With a requirement to deliver high levels of visual fidelity, Ray Traced
graphics and high levels of 3D performance as well as being able to support
the greatest user density per GPU to help with scale and reduce overall
costs, we opted to use the NVIDIA RTX8000 GPU.
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Alternative GPUs such as the NVIDIA T4 are simply not designed for
immersive experiences and are limited in their capability. The NVIDIA V100 is
more expensive than the RTX8000 due to its Compute focused Volta
architecture, and although it can process XR workloads, it has less efficient
encoding technology than the newer Turing based encoders and is a less
cost-effective choice if buying new. Although the RTX6000 has the same
performance as the RTX8000 in every aspect, it lacks the additional
Framebuffer to offer the most flexibility, and it is for this reason that we opted

for the RTX8000 over it.

In combination with the GPU hardware, we used Virtualisation Software
from NVIDIA called vGPU. The vGPU Software allows us to time slice
access to a single GPU and share its performance between multiple
workloads. This provided the most cost effective, flexible, and manageable
solution.

Each GPU 48 GB card was split into gaming PC-size performance (8GQ)
and the VMWare Horizon VM is allocated 2-4G size. The VMWare Horizon
software manages the dynamic allocation of VMs within the GPU cluster
(GPU cards). The setup includes VMWare Horizon client, stream application
and CloudXR application working together. VMware Blast secure display
protocol was also used.

This type of server equipment would usually be deployed in a datacentre
environment with power and cooling provided. Within the Regent Street retail
environment, we encountered significant
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challenges with cooling of the GPU stack, and in addition to two portable air
conditioners, we needed to install large gym-style fans around the
equipment to ensure adequate air-flow and maintain server inlet
temperatures below 25C. For set-dressing purposes, the venue had plants
installed which required a minimum temperature to be maintained in the
building.

It is worth noting that due to the presence of the GPU servers, at no point
did the building heating need to be switched on. If a similar edge-rendered

application is scaled up in future, cooling could become a major concern.

3.5 5G SA Network
Working with Ericsson, an ‘Industry Connect’ private network was deployed
consisting of:
● Ericsson 5G SA RAN
● 5G SA core solution.

The Industry Connect radio provided the RAN access to the 5G core. The Ericsson
radio components supported the 5G SA data services and the new N2, N3 interfaces.
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Photo: Ericsson Industry Connect equipment on site at 55 Regent Street.

Individual components are described below:
3.5.1 Network Controllers
The network controllers are compact, lifecycle-managed networking
appliances that are implemented as a pair of redundant servers, enabling
high-availability capabilities. The Industry Connect network controller software
runs on Dell Virtual Edge Platform VEP4600 server hardware.

The network controllers managed all Industry Connect hardware at 55 Regent
Street. Both network controllers ran individual local core networks. The
baseband dynamically allocated traffic between the
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network controllers. Running the core networks locally ensured that all

connectivity features are provided from 55 Regent Street.

3.5.2 Baseband Unit
The baseband is the central radio component of an Industry Connect
system and acts as a bridge between the network controllers and the other
radio components. The Industry Connect base package uses Baseband
6630, designed for small to medium installations.

3.5.3 Radio Unit
The Ericsson Radio 4408 is a micro radio that supports 5G and 4G
technology and connects directly to Baseband 6630 using fibre.

3.5.4 GNSS Receiver
To provide synchronisation for the network equipment, a GNSS antenna was
installed on the roof of 55 Regent Street, and connected to the GNSS
receiver within the event space using coaxial cable running internally through
the building. The GNSS receiver unit is powered by Baseband 6630 and
supplies power to the GNSS active antenna. The main functions of the
GNSS receiver unit are to synchronise to GNSS satellites and output 1PPS
and timing data to the baseband.

3.5.5 Internet Access
External internet access was required to support:
● Resolution of cloud anchors (Google API) within the Green Planet
Application.
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● Access for handsets to the Samsung Knox Manage service for handset

updates.
● Operations and Maintenance (O&M) access to the equipment (GPU

stack, 5G equipment, switches) from the internet for support
purposes.

Resolution of the cloud anchors and handset management required internet
connectivity from the devices (N6 interface). This was expected to be low
bandwidth traffic, and connectivity was planned through a DSL line with a BT
Business Hub. When installed, the DSL connection was only capable of
supporting 15Mbit/s speeds – possibly due to the antiquated nature of the
existing equipment in this listed building – and this was not sufficient to
handle the volume of traffic. In particular, the resolution of cloud anchors
required significantly more bandwidth than anticipated, with a query to the
Google API every second, generating around 1Mbit/s of uplink demand per
device.

To resolve this, a Cradlepoint 5G wireless router was installed. This provided
an Ethernet N6 interface to the Industry Connect, while connecting to the
public EE 5G non-standalone network. Bandwidth was improved sufficiently
to support the experience, although uplink remained a concern, given the
Central London coverage and capacity issues. To mitigate this, the live site
supporting the Green Planet 5G AR Experience was designated as a ‘gold’
site for support purposes, and some optimisation was made to the coverage
footprint and handover parameters to divert load to other sites. The
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SIMs within the 5G routers were given an unlimited quota to avoid any
unexpected interruptions to service.

A second Cradlepoint router was added to support Ericsson RAN and core
management, while the management of the Dell servers supporting the GPU

edge compute capability remained through the DSL connection. A Raspberry
Pi was installed to enable dynamic DNS and act as a jump-off server for this
purpose.

The internet connectivity via 5G NSA worked adequately, but with
hindsight, a fibre connection should have been installed at the building to
ensure dedicated high speed internet connectivity.

3.6 Spectrum
Two options were identified for spectrum to support the Green Planet
Experience at 55 Regent Street:
● B43 spectrum (40MHz from EE’s own allocation)
● N77 spectrum (shared spectrum, available through OFCOM)

Initial testing with B43 demonstrated exceptional coverage throughout the space,
but testing suggested that downlink of 370.5Mbit/s and uplink of 42Mbit/s was
achievable. This limited throughput available from 40MHz spectrum meant that only
30 simultaneous sessions could be supported, with the main constraint being the
uplink.

The n77 band (3.7 GHz) is a shared spectrum. The coverage of this band is
naturally limited by the propagation characteristics of higher frequencies. However,
coverage plots suggested that it could provide adequate
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coverage within the 55 Regent Street location at a suitable power. OFCOM does
not normally allocate medium power licences within urban areas.

However, with negotiation, we were able to secure licences for two options within
the n77 band:

● 60MHz of bandwidth at a power of 16.8dbW, and
● 100MHz of bandwidth at a power of 15dbW.

Testing showed that the 100MHz allocation at 15dbW provided good coverage
throughout the building, with downlink of 676Mbit/s and uplink of 89Mbit/s being
demonstrated, more than sufficient to support the 48 simultaneous AR sessions.

Image on Left: Speedtest at Regent Street with 40MHz b43 spectrum Image
on Right: Speedtest at Regent Street with 100MHz n77 spectrum

Initially, the plan had been to mount two antennas to a post centrally within the venue
to split the load across the two units. Handovers had been
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carefully planned to occur between biomes, to avoid interference issues. In practice,

this did not work as anticipated. Handsets connected to the ‘front’ antenna when
starting off the experience, but signal from that antenna never dropped sufficiently to
cause a handoff to the ‘back’ antenna’. As all traffic was flowing through the single
front antenna with no load sharing, the decision was taken to move the antennas to
the back wall of the venue, and operate in an active/standby mode rather than

having both antennas active.

3.7 Devices
To access the experience, each participant was provided with a Samsung S21 or
S21+ 5G device running the Android operating system.
In the initial phases of the project, it was suggested that subscribers would be able to
use their own devices to access the experience. This was not pursued; this would
require a 5G SA capable device, of which there are none in general circulation, and
access to the Ericsson 5G SA network, which is controlled using a Green-Planet
specific SIM. Additionally, the application has only been tested on Samsung S21
devices; opening to a range of devices including older low resolution Android devices
would have
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been difficult to manage and would have provided a sub-optimal
experience.

Each Samsung S21 was mounted on a ‘selfie stick’ for ease of use. A USB-C to aux
audio converter was attached to connect to a pair of headphones, with different
headphones being provided for adults and children to ensure good head fit. It is
worth noting that the headphones used were for audio out only, and did not
incorporate a microphone; it was important to the experience that the handset

microphone remained active.

The S21 handsets were standard consumer devices running the Android operating
system, but with custom firmware to allow the use of the n77/n78 bands (3.3-4.2
GHz) and to enable use of 5G standalone mode. The devices operate in data only
mode, i.e. there is no voice connectivity required or provided.

Each device was managed using Samsung’s Knox Manage product. This is a cloudbased service that allows devices to be locked into ‘kiosk’ mode. Kiosk mode - i.e.
where the device is locked to using a single application - was used to ensure that
the device was easy to use, and meant that users could not take photographs, or
input sensitive personal information to the devices, ensuring data privacy.

Knox Manage also allowed the Green Planet viewer application to be deployed to
the entire user base without the need to manually install on each device.
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SIM cards within the device were 3GPP Release 15 compliant and provided by
Ericsson to operate with the Industry Connect solution. Only physical SIMs were
used. Consideration was given to the use of eSIMs, but the management of this
would have introduced unnecessary complexity for no benefit.

While the overall experience had a limitation of 48 simultaneous users, the need to
sanitise and recharge handsets meant that a pool of 100 devices was needed:
● 20 Samsung Galaxy S21 5G (SM-G991B) (+ additional 30 devices
previously used for test)
● 80 Samsung Galaxy S21+ 5G (SM-G996B) (+ additional 3 devices
previously used for test)

Devices were charged between users with Cygnett 25W fast chargers.

3.8 Approach to Security
3.8.1 EE
EE considers security (including cybersecurity) as one of the critical aspects
in the products and services it offers to customers. Internally, BT has security
policies that protect its information and information systems, aligned to ISO/
IEC 27001. These policies include: ● Access to systems
● Operational security in practice
● Securing networks
● Developing solutions securely
● Securing Customer Premises Equipment
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These policies were considered throughout the stages of this project (lab
testing, end user trial etc).

The majority of risks to access, authorisation, authentication,
confidentiality and integrity were mitigated through the security
architecture provided by 5G.

5G has designed in security controls to address many of the threats faced in
today’s 4G/3G/2G networks. These controls include new mutual
authentication capabilities, enhanced subscriber identity protection, and
additional security mechanisms. 5G offers the mobile industry an
unprecedented opportunity to uplift network and service security levels.

5G provides preventative measures to limit the impact to known threats,
but the adoption of new network technologies introduces potential new

threats for the industry to manage.

5G standards development has adopted ‘Secure by Design’
principles, leading to:
● Use of Mutual Authentication: Confirming sender and
receiver have an established trust and the end-to-end
relationship is secured
● A presumed “open” network: Removing any assumption of safety
from overlaid product(s) or process(es)
● An acknowledgment that all links could be tapped:
Mandating encryption of inter/intra-network traffic, ensuring the
encrypted information is worthless when intercepted.
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The Green Planet Proof of concept deployment makes use of the 5G
standalone mode (SA-NR) consisting of 5G new radio network (NR)
connected to a 5G core network (5GC). Both Core and RAN networks were
dedicated to the Green Planet deployment, rather than shared with the live
network. No legacy RAN infrastructure was connected to the Green Planet
core. This isolation mitigated against security risks of connecting live and test
traffic. The use of a 5G Core allowed the full security features of 5G
specifications to be realised.

The RAN and core network were supplied by Ericsson. This is built around the
Industry Connect private network product. All relevant 3GPP security
standards were complied to, with the system providing telco/commercial
levels of security.

Separation of the Green Planet RAN was maintained from the EE public

PLMNs (23430, 23433 and 23432), although the N6 interface from the UPF
to the wider internet was provided over the commercial EE 5G nonstandalone network.

3.8.2 Factory 42
Factory 42 takes cyber security very seriously and implemented a number of
security practices throughout the systems we developed as part of this
project.

Factory 42 is a Cyber Essentials accredited company, and follows best
practices with regards to cyber security and GDPR compliance - this
security strategy has been created using guidance from the National Cyber
Security Centre and Unity’s Secure Software Development Lifecycle.
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Although >80% of security breaches occur at the application layer we ensured
our network layer was also secure.For further reference, this is covered in
more detail in the document 202102_GPQ1_Security Strategy authored by
EE/BT that covers the projects’ security approach to the 5G network
infrastructure.

Application Layer
● We designed security that had the capability to support 4G and 5G
capable devices running both Android and iOS
operating systems, and to support the AR features of the user
experience will require only recent versions of both operating
systems (Android 7.0+, iOS 11.0+).

From a security standpoint this is advantageous as there are a number
of system features we leveraged to ensure a secure application layer:

● Sandboxed environment for the AR App
● Disk & File Encryption by default
● Keychain secure data storage on iOS as default
● Hardware-backed KeyStore secure data storage on Android as
default.

We adhered to the following security principles when developing the AR App:
● Follow guidance set out in Article 25 of the GDPR on “data
protection by design and by default”
● Avoid collection or storage of any sensitive data on device (or in the
network) where possible
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● If sensitive data storage is required use native security libraries to
ensure the data is cryptographically secure, and pseudonymisation
is utilised
● Utilise hardware-backed key attestation (where possible) to ensure a
secure key is used in cryptographic storage
operations
● Only store data (e.g. SSL certificates) on protected internal storage
e.g. Keychain/KeyStore and not external SD card storage
● Request minimal application permissions required to enable user
experience e.g. Camera access, but no access to
Contacts
● Use secure network transmission protocols (HTTPS) for all
network communications
● Use SSL Pinning in the application to mitigate MITM network
attacks
● Application builds will use Android and iOS standard code

obfuscation tools as part of the build process
● Application in production will be created as Release build only (no
debug logging enabled) to limit the possibility of
malicious reverse engineering.
Network Layer
● At the network layer we leveraged standard cyber security features
supported on the infrastructure providing the MEC (mobile edge
compute) resources to work in tandem with the Application Layer
security principles (outlined above):
● All network connections used HTTPS as default
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● Trusted SSL certificates only - no self-signed SSL certificates
allowed.

3.9 Volumetric Capture
Sir David Attenborough was filmed at 4k in Dimension’s mobile studio,
Polymotion Stage. The volumetric shoot also captured broadcast
quality sound, ensuring Sir Attenborough’s entire performance was
recorded to the highest standards possible.

The state-of-the-art Polymotion Stage comprises 106 video cameras,
capturing video at either 2k or 4k resolution. The cameras are positioned
with 96 around the capture volume facing inwards, and 10 above pointing
down.

The ability to capture in 4k ensured that we were able to generate the
highest available quality 3D avatar of Sir David Attenborough and to make

full use of the capability of the MEC/5GSA network in rendering highquality graphics in real time.

This was supported by Talesmith who were an active part of the creative
development of the project, and worked with F42 and BBC to script the David
Attenborough elements. They also directed Sir David’s on screen and voice
over elements.
3.10 Testing
3.10.1 Adastral Park
Integration testing for the network was undertaken at Adastral Park on the
7–8 December 2021.
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An environment was built around ‘the hub’, a large indoor relatively open
space at Adastral Park, normally used as a staff canteen. The Ericsson
industry connect was deployed in the building, with the GPU stack integrated
in another building on site, but connected via fibre. No biomes were built to
constrain the experience, and cloud anchors were not used at this point.
Testing was carried out on Samsung S21 devices, but the devices were not
locked down with Knox at this point, allowing development and testing
software (e.g. speed tests) to be run on the same devices. The lack of a
physical set build at Adastral Park did cause some issues for testing, with the
experience being unconstrained - testers walked a considerable distance
from the antennas while running the experience.

The focus of testing was on the 5G standalone network. Tests carried out
included attaching to the network along with testing the throughput and
latency when single and multiple users were connected to the SA when
running the Green Planet app.

A key positive outcome from this early testing was that the load of the
rendered video on the downlink was seen to be far lower than anticipated.
Original estimates suggested that 100Mbit/s was needed to support the high
resolution imagery used by the application; in reality, around 12Mbit/s was
needed. This is attributed to the efficient compression of the Nvidia CloudXR
streaming software.
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3.10.2 Malcolm Ryan Studios
BBC Studios secured a suitable studio space in Wimbledon to deliver
usability testing. This involved a series of focus group sessions with a base of
users identified by BBC Studios. This testing consisted of group interviews
conducted immediately after session using a preset list of questions/topics
covering:
● Usability
● Accessibility
● Appeal.
The aims of this testing were:
● To identify issues or areas of improvement to ensure a
successful and satisfactory product
● To ensure that the product complies with legal and BBC policy including
but not limited to accessibility
● To ensure that the product reaches editorial and creative ● To
understand more about the potential reactions, behaviours and attitudes
towards the technology, content and product.

3.10.3 Regent Street

Acceptance testing for the network was carried out on site at Regent Street.
The focus of this testing was the 5G SA network. Tests carried out included
verifying coverage and throughput in user experience area, validating single
and multiple users application Testing and brief regression testing of the
public EE Mobile network in the vicinity of the Regent Street site.

The testing within 55 Regent Street was also the first time that the
network testing had encountered the set build, and issues were
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immediately identified with the use of Google Cloud Anchors. Each device
was calling the Google API to resolve location once per second, which put
a considerable cumulative load on the uplink. Paradoxically, reducing the
frequency of calls (to once every ten seconds) increased the load on the
uplink. Queries around this to Google were not resolved, and the nature of
the API call remains opaque.

Initially two cells using the B43 band were used for testing. Due to good
coverage of both cells in the user experience area it was observed that
once connected to one cell there were no handover between the two cells
which would have an impact on using more than 20 devices concurrently.

As a result of this testing, the radio design was amended to use band n77
with 100MHZ bandwidth, and configurations were aligned between handset
and network to optimise the uplink (through the use of MIMO etc.). This
resolved the issue with insufficient uplink bandwidth that was seen with the
40MHz of B43 band spectrum. Testing showed throughput in the range of
72 Mbps to 109 Mbps.
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4. Description of the results
4.1 Audience 61 4.2 Reception 62 4.3 Learning Impact 63 4.4 Emotional
Response 64 4.5 Levels of Immersion 65

For the Green Planet AR Experience, audience engagement research was provided by
StoryFutures (Royal Holloway, University of London) as part of the AHRC’s Creative
Industries Clusters’ Programme. StoryFutures will be publishing their report in 2022
and this will give in-depth insight into their findings. The below is an overview based on
the draft report.

Feedback showed an overwhelmingly positive experience for visitors, which in combination
with the audience demographic and the response to AR it indicates there is a demand for
this format of immersive experience. Unlike other areas of content which are becoming
more and more on-demand – Natural History is still at its strongest when it is elevated to
event status – families watching engaged together at a designated moment in time. This
insight represented a key audience target for the Green Planet AR Experience – a prompt
for cross generational learning, exploration and collaboration.

In our original audience research in March 2021 when we were concept testing and
before the experience had been scoped we found that:
● 67% of respondents had either not heard of, or were not familiar with AR, and in
that group
● 24% considered themselves Likely or Very Likely to attend a live event to
experience a 5G app and related technology
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The results outlined below suggest that the Green Planet AR Experience delivered beyond

the expectations of this original group.

4.1 Audience

The experience reached a significant audience with a large proportion being the target
demographic and overall a clear indication of wide audience appeal. The majority of of our
visitors were families, with a large
number coming with children. The success in targeting this audience in combination
with other insights in areas like learning are a key result. This segment was
identified as where we could have the greatest impact through a combination of
appeal, and resonance with key messaging and environmental themes.

Over half of our audience were aged between 16 - 34, and also over half were
female. This is of note as our research indicated a potential for a male skew, a some
evidence of museum and gallery attendance reaching age ranges 25 - 74. This would
indicate we were able to broaden the audience and match, or attract younger,
existing attractions with similar goals and messaging.
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4.2 Reception
The audience's experience itself was overwhelmingly positive with an exceptionally
high percentage scoring it 4* or 5*. The experience’s use of AR scored highly for
levels of immersion. AR was also a likely factor in early indications of a positive
impact on people's understanding of plants and animals as well as engagement with
environmental themes. There are clear indicators of its potential in the market with

demonstrable value drivers and the experience will benefit from being run for longer
and in a wider range of locations. We will follow up post experience to corroborate
some findings. Next steps are to productise and find efficiencies to maximise cost
effectiveness and delivery.

4.3 Learning Impact
A phenomenon known as plant blindness means we tend to under appreciate the
flora around us, and perceive animals as more important. This was the key challenge
behind our ambition to explore the effectiveness of the technology to promote
understanding (learning by stealth) and empathy with the green world.

In terms of retention of information a high number of visitors who responded were
able to correctly identify an animal or plant post experience. In addition plants were
the top three subjects that people had learned something new about. This would
indicate engagement specifically around plants and retention. There was also an
indication that the experience could motivate onward learning journeys with around
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two-thirds intending to either; watch the series for the first time or finish it or visit
museum, galleries or cultural attractions, each of which sat in the top three intents in
the next 30 days.

4.4 Emotional Response
Curiosity was also the dominant emotional response. This is of additional importance
as there was an indication that in younger age groups this can be a motivational
behaviour for consuming natural history content.

There was also clear intent to undertake positive environmental actions or steps in
the next 30 days. The top four strongest intentions include spending time outdoors,

recycling correctly, and buying environmentally friendly products. With the post
experience interviews we will be able to see if this was acted upon.

4.5 Levels of Immersion
The level of Immersion possible for our audience in AR was key to engagement and
therefore the proposed benefits. As was the practical AR user experience which has
been indicated as the biggest barrier limiting mass adoption. Therefore user
experience considerate of a first-time user and a low barrier to entry for interaction
were important design goals.

Most users said they had a sense of “being there” with over two-thirds agreeing
they were completely captivated by the AR world. This suggests that the experience
of the app with the event design being led by this, contributed to a high level of
immersion. As nearly half of those surveyed had either not heard of, or were not
familiar with AR, this indicates that the
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experience not only reached beyond a typical tech audience but also in its execution
offered an accessible first time experience.

5. Impact of the results including benefits
5.1 Technical Impact 68 5.2 AR/VR Sector Impact 70 5.2.1 Broader Impact of
Covid-19 on the Cultural Sector 72

5.1 Technical Impact
The Green Planet AR Experience has provided several benefits that could not easily
have been realised without the trial, and been recognised by industry experts as a
world-leading demonstration of the experiences that 5G can unlock.

Greg Jones, Director, Global Business Development/Product Management, XR at
NVidia said
“Volume capture/render streamed to 5G cell phones, wow! The new content
5G will enable!!! FACTORY 42 amazing!!! Outstanding XR Streaming use
case … one of the best 5G XR use cases to date. Multiple users per GPU,
common handheld devices - a great recipe for scale!”
Katherine Ainley, Ericsson UK & Ireland CEO, commented on The Green
Planet AR Experience:
“It shows how 5G, and especially 5G Standalone, can be used to create
new immersive experiences for consumers that can help to transform our
society and build a better understanding of our planet.”
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At a technical level, the experience represented:
● First public deployment of 5G standalone for EE
● First public deployment of edge computing for EE
● First public deployment of a private network for EE.
The experience also provided an excellent example of a consumer 5G use case
beyond faster mobile broadband. With the number of users, the low latency and the
high download and uplink bandwidth required, the experience could not have been
provided over 5G NSA, let alone 4G.

The learning from this can be used to inform future 5G network planning. In
particular, the importance of the uplink in supporting this experience (and by
extension, other AR/VR/XR experiences) was not fully understood before this trial.

The trial also uncovered areas where further research is required. In particular, the
monoculture of a single application made deployment of the Green Planet experience

simple. However, to deploy in a live network where it would need to compete for
shared radio resource with other applications and users means that prioritisation
would need to be applied in order to ensure the low latency and high bandwidth. This
in turn opens challenges of how this type of stream can be recognised and suitably
prioritised (while maintaining net neutrality principles).

Similar challenges can be seen on the GPU edge compute. We had a single
workload running on a statically configured set of servers, but a live deployment
would require suitably secured generic GPU compute, an orchestration environment
that allowed app developers to deploy into that
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environment, and mechanisms to allow the application on the handset to find an
appropriate edge environment to connect to.

5.2 AR/VR Sector Impact
The biggest impact the Green Planet 5G AR project will have on the AR/VR sector is
demonstrating just how powerful an immersive experience can be delivered using
mobile edge computing and 5G. The mobile phone does none of the heavy lifting,
focusing only on local AR tracking and playback of the edge rendered video stream –
the real time processing happens on the high-end GPU stack that was installed on
premises, and it’s the 5G connectivity that provides the very low latency feed to the
phone.

This enabled the experience to react precisely to what each person is doing – for
example, edge computing enabled water ripples and 400,000 individual blades of
seagrass to react to a visitor’s presence in AR, which wouldn’t have been possible
without 5G.

As such the experience is proving to be a valuable use-case in understanding the
delivery of mobile-led AR experiences. Some research from the Science Museum
has shown that “the barriers are many and people are not that keen on using [their
phones] in museums”.

Another theorised risk is that AR technology could exclude older generations, but
with the Green Planet AR Experience attracting a wide range of ages this shows that
being a digital native is not a necessity when engaging with mobile-led AR
experiences.
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Previous research has also suggested that VR experiences are more immersive than

AR. As previously noted or our respondents surveyed either agreed or strongly
agreed that they had a sense of being during the Green Planet AR Experience, which
is a strong indication of immersion. This compares favourably with VR (rather than
AR) experiences, suggesting that a greater sense of immersion can be delivered
without the need for bespoke wearables.

5.2.1 Broader Impact of Covid-19 on the Cultural Sector
The Green Planet AR Experience opened with the UK emerging from the
Omicron wave of the Covid-19 pandemic. In the run-up to the event, the UK
was implementing ‘Plan B’, which mandated mask wearing in indoor public
spaces and work from home guidance. The ‘Plan B’ measures were lifted in
England on 27 January 2022, the week before friends and family testing was
due to begin.

The Green Planet AR Experience should be viewed within the context of inperson events opening up again to the public after nearly two years closed.

Overall visits to the cultural heritage sector were substantially down during
the Covid-19 pandemic: approximately -80% for indoor venues and -40–50%
for venues with outdoor elements, with an overall decline of 66% across the
UK (Source: Association of Leading Visitor Attractions). Covid-19 safety
restrictions have meant that capacity has been reduced in some areas and
some offerings temporarily closed or opened with some limitations.
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The responses gathered during the first wave of the Missing Audiences
survey delivered by the Insights Alliance (Indigo, Baker Richards and One
Further 11 November 2021) reveal that culture attenders were less likely to
return, and of those who hadn’t returned the majority stated that mixing in
crowds was the reason. Some of the key findings are:
● A significant proportion of previously frequent cultural attenders have
not yet returned to any cultural venue and less than 1 in 3 of those
have a future booking
● For those who have not yet returned, Covid safety concerns are the key
factor holding them back, with 61% saying they are avoiding
interacting with crowds and 23% saying they are waiting until they can
attend as ‘normal’
● 74% of non-returners expect to attend less often in the next 12 months,
while 47% of those who have returned will also attend less often
● Those who have already returned in person are more likely to have
also been engaging with online content during
lockdown, with nearly half saying they have paid for digital
content and a further 23% have engaged for free
● Of those who have not returned and who are continuing to engage
online, 73% agree strongly that they are engaging online because
they don’t feel confident returning in person yet

● Digital may not be simply a temporary substitute while cultural venues
are closed as the majority of respondents who had some previous
digital engagement agreed that they will
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enjoy a mixture of in-person and online cultural experiences in future.
The Green Planet AR Experience showed that audiences were willing to
return to central London, in-person, enclosed experiences using shared
technology. 100% of the free tickets were ‘bought’ by customers, with the
final batches ‘selling’ in minutes after being released.

Furthermore, the Green Planet AR Experience is now the benchmark for
sustainability for future BBC events having been accredited by isla and
delivering against its Proseed framework, the event industry’s first universal
framework for delivering sustainable events.
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6. Key learnings
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Experience 81

Prior to this experience there had not been the use of a private 5G standalone network
with co-located GPU edge compute. The learnings from this project are varied, and so
the below intends to capture some of the key learnings that come from this being the
first ever implementation of this hardware and software, including elements written and
developed specifically for this implementation. Some of these lessons will apply to the
broader rollout of 5G, particularly in regards to pop-up 5GSA.

This experience is an excellent example of a 5G use case as it would not have been
possible over 4G or 5G non-standalone at this scale. While this activation was for a
single consumer use case, the learning can be transposed to many other applications,
including both enterprise and consumer use cases. EE has already used knowledge
learnt to help steer industry leaders - such as Nvidia - to develop their product roadmap.
Without this support the development of compelling 5G use cases would likely be slowed.

6.1 Infrastructure
In regards to the infrastructure, one key lesson is that the only way to deliver
this pop-up activation effectively required the installation of data-centre
standard equipment. As previously noted, options for cloud-based
alternatives were investigated but were not suitable.
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● The costs for delivering this for a four-week installation were high, partly
because there is no existing alternative to the Windows based architecture
with accompanying licences. A Linux based alternative with a Windows
overlay would be a more cost-effective way of delivering this in the long term,

but regardless we need to find a way of making this generic resource that is
spun up and discarded as required.
● This led to a hard-coded monoculture, which required the specific GPLauncher
and GPBroker apps to monitor the CloudXR and VM connections. The GPUs/
VMs were packaged in a way that allowed them to be ‘certified’ as working
with Nvidia. This included the use of high performance Mellanox switches. We
have not demonstrated that these are necessary, but the inability to configure
them became a practical stumbling block.
● In order to manage some of the complexities of the solution, a workaround
involving Raspberry Pi and Cisco switch configuration was required as
there wasn’t enough institutional knowledge to exclusively use the
Mellanox switches.
● Project made a decision not to put fibre in so the activation was as 5G as
possible. However internet connectivity remains important, despite the private
network nature of the deployment. We needed it for cloud anchor resolution
(determining the phone location and pose through recognised landmarks). We
need to better understand this interface, and work to optimise it. We hadn’t
anticipated this, and were running the internet connectivity over 5G NSA public
network – in a congested cell. Given the time again, we’d have put in a fibre or
somehow localised any capability such as location tracking. ● Streaming
technology (CloudXR) is efficient, but we need to better
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understand what’s happening within it.. We now understand that the
challenge for the XR type applications is with upload speeds, rather than
download. Most applications optimise the other way, so tuning handsets and
network to support Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) in the uplink is a
little unusual. So the question remains if we can optimise this further.
Encoding of content to download is very efficient, however there doesn’t
appear to be an equivalent in terms of upload.

● Handover between the two antennas, needed for load balancing reasons,
wasn’t possible as the handset holds on to the first cell for as long as the
signal is good. Only required for much larger footprints.
● Network equipment outside a data centre environment needs to recover
gracefully from power outages. We need to balance costs versus
resilience.
● Latency doesn’t seem as critical as expected (for this application at least).

6.2 Spectrum
● We needed 100MHz of bandwidth to support this, and while we could run
the experience on the smaller 40MHz B43 allocation, we couldn’t scale
adequately. N77 at 100Mhz gives us less coverage but more capacity
which is good for indoor venues with large volumes of customers.
● The licence application/negotiation process is not well suited to pop-up
applications. We benefited from DCMS support with this, but this level of
support would not be sustainable.
● OFCOM originally intended medium power licences to be in rural © Factory 42, 2022
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areas only; this may be a policy that needs to be revisited.

6.4 Devices
Supplying devices to users rather than relying on them using their own was a
significant success factor. This ensured that we could control the loading of the
app onto devices and that all users would get the same
experience. Using phones meant a close association with the experience with 5G,
which perhaps would not have been there had other AR technology (e.g. Nreal
glasses) been used.

● Cloud Anchor Quota is divided up by project and by IP address, and since
all handsets shared the same WAN address by going through our router,
they had to share the limited quota. This would not have been an issue if
every handset had its own (standard) quota, but since it was shared ~50
ways, we had to ask for an increased (and later, unlimited) quota to avoid
errors while attempting to resolve them.
● Handsets got very hot and were quite heavy to hold for 40 mins+. As a
result of this selfie sticks were deployed, which also improved the physical
security of the device.
● The selfie sticks ended up being a positive change as they helped change
the device from being a standard phone to an AR tool, and avoided
unintentional screen input.
● Using Samsung Knox to manage the devices solved a number of practical
problems. It was originally envisaged that Knox would enable kiosk mode,
locking the devices to a single application and minimising difficulties (e.g.
users or brand ambassadors
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having to ‘find’ the app in the overall phone interface). Knox proved to be a

lot more adaptable, and improved security of devices (by allowing staff to
see when a device was last connected to the network), enabled rapid
rollout of new app versions without needing to manually update each
device, and solved data privacy issues by locking down access to the
camera etc.
● While it’s easy to have audio in/out on the handset or on a headset, it
proved challenging to split the audio out to a headset while retaining
audio in on the handset.
● The handsets survived the activation period; no handsets were broken
or stolen.

Photo: Device showing how use of ‘selfie stick’ enhanced the user experience.
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6.5 Testing
The ability to use Adastral Park for testing made a huge difference to the project,
and allowed for quicker decision making. For example The 5G VINNI network and
collaboration with the BT Edge XR project confirmed MEC was doable.
However, the decision to install the infrastructure at 55 Regent Street as early as
possible was key and allowed for a longer period of end-to-end testing.
● Having all GPU onsite and not longlined proved crucial. These were not
sweated at Adastral and so it was only onsite that the capacity could be
confirmed. Options of 4, 5 or 6 VMs per GPU were assessed and we
settled on 4.
● Initially issues with Samsung working with Ericsson, were likely a result of
firmware issues. There were also issues with devices working with the
N78 band.

● The speeds at Adastral were slower, possibly due to interference ● The
‘trolley testing’ was vital - this was loading a trolley with 50 simultaneous
active devices and monitoring the end-to-end performance
● Without this the cloud anchor resolution issue would have been not
known - changed call down rate to 1 per sec
● Deploying new app builds took 2 hrs to begin with as the
infrastructure wasn't Agile/ iterative enough to enable quick
changes.
● We achieved latency speeds sub 20 milliseconds, and if we were
repeating this we would target 20ms+
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6.6 Live Experience
There are significant challenges to using a Grade 1 listed building, and filling it
with a living forest contributed to these. Testing showed that various changes in
atmosphere impacted the tech, and changes to the set through growth of plants
impacted on the tracking of the app.
● Resilience is needed for every component - eg. don't attach radio to your
lights, and if a component has dual power supply it needs to be on
different phases
● Experiences need to consider a range of users; we noticed more issues
with children as they had a lower viewpoint and also tended to hold the
devices at unanticipated angles (an AR app update to address this issue
was rolled out during the public experience period).
● GPUs run hot and need a lot of cooling
● Even in an agile environment like this, proper change control is important to
ensure that application, network and infrastructure are aligned.

6.7 Security Learnings

The project is contributing to the broader NCC/DCMS Security Review, and
learnings from the project will be published as part of that activity.
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